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A. GRYTCZUK and N. T. VOROBÉV 
A b s t r a c t . In this p a p e r we give a m a t r i x represen ta t ion for the f u n d a m e n t a l so-
lut ion of t h e Pell ian t y p e equa t ion x2-dy2 — - l . Using ma t r i ce s the so lu t ions of l inear 
equa t ions are also represen ted . 
In 1970, in [1] some connections was given between integral 2 x 2 ma-
trices and the Diophantine equation ax — by = c. Namely, we proved that 
the solution {Xo,yo) of this equation can be determined by the following 
equalities: 
<•) C S ) - ( S ! ) " ( ! ! ) • - ( ! ! ) ' " ( ? T ) 
if m is even, and 
« ( : : ) - ( i ! ) " ( i ? ) • • • • ( : ! ) ' ( ! : ) 
if M is odd, where | = [Q0',QI , • • •, Qm] is a representation of | as a simple 
finite continued fraction. 
For example, consider the equation 
19x - 11 y = —2. 
We have = [1; 1,2,1,2] and consequently q0 = 1 ,q\ = 1,^2 = = 
1, g4 = 2, thus m — 4 and by (1) we obtain 
» ( s : ) • ( ! D C f ) ( s : ) " ( ! 0 0 : ) ' ( ! : ) • 
By Cauchy's theorem on product of determinants it follows from (3) that 
(4) 19x0 - llyo = - 2 . 
So denote that (xq, yo) is an integer solution of the equation 19x — 11 y — —2. 
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On the other hand by an easy calculation, from (3) we obtain 
<*> ( n : : ) = ( ! i ; ) ( ? S M S * ) • 
By (5) it follows that xq = 8, yo = 14. 
In 1986 A. J. van der Poorten [3] observed that if 
( ? J ) ( i ä ) - ( i o ) = ( L " : : : ; ) ' ^ 0 ' 1 -
then 
— = [ c o ; c i , . . . , c n ] . 
<7n 
Based on this observation he gave many interesting applications to the the-
ory of continued fraction and also to the description of the solutions of the 
well-known Pell's equation x2 — dy2 = 1. In [2] we gaves some connections 
between fundamental solution (xo,yo) of the Pell's equation and represen-
tation of 2 X 2 integral matrix as a product of powers of the prime elements 
in the unimodular group. 
In the present paper we give such connections between the fundamen-
tal solution (xo,yo) of the non-Pellian equation x2 — dy2 = —1 and the 
corresponding matrix representation. We prove the following: 
Theorem 1. Let 
\fd. — [go; <7i, • • • , Qs] 5 d > 0 and s > 1 is odd 
is odd, be the representation of y/d as a simple periodic continued fraction. 
Then the fundamental solution (zo, yo) of the non-Pellian equation 
(6 ) x2 — dy2 = — 1 
in contained in the second column of the following matrix: 
0 : ) " ( : : ) " • • ( : ; ) " 
Proof. First we prove that if k = 2n, n = 1 ,2 , . . . , then 
^ f 1 » V 1 f 1 ^ \
 = { p k - 1 Pk\ 
[ )
 V° WW lJ 1J \Qk-i Qk) 
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f 1 n <72m + 2 \ 
V </2m + l 1; \o 1 J 
where P0 = qoiQo = 1, P\ = <7o<7i + 1, Qi = <7i and 
(9) Pk = qkPk-\ + Pk-2-, Qk = qkQk-i + Qk-2] k = 2n,n = 1 , 2 , . . . 
It is easy to see that (8) is true for k = 2. Suppose that (8) is true for some 
k = 2m. Then we have 
/ Plm-l IJ2m 
\Q2m-l Ql-m 
(10) 
A m - 1 + <72 771 + 1-^ 2771 P2m \ / 1 <72m+2 
2 771 V2m y v 0 1 
By (9) and (10) it follows that 
(P i rn -1 A m V 1 O W l 92771 + 2 
\Q2m- l Q 2 m / \ 9 2 m + l 1 / \ 0 X 
(11) 
P2771 ] f 1 <72m+2 
Q2771 + I <52m / V 0 1 
Denoting the left hand side of (11) by F we obtain 
(12) F— ( + 1 + 527/1+2^ 2)71+1 I — I 
\ Q2771+I ^2m + <72m+2Q2m + l / V 
P 2 771+1 Pi 771 + 2 
Q2771 + I Ö2m + 2 
By (12), (11) and (10) it follows that (8) is true for k = 2m + 2, thus by 
induction (8) is true for every k = 2n, n = 1,2,... 
Now, we can consider the following product: 
1 n ' V i o\" /1 ix 
( 1 3 ) J ^ J J , - > 1 . 
Since 
( " J Í J J R - R ; - ^ ^ ° 
x o i y v ° 1 / v 1 1 / V771 1 
for every positive integer m, then by (13), (14) and (8) for the case k = s — 1 
we obtain 
(15) FQ — [ ^ 5 - 2 
\QS-2 QS- 1 
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On the other hand by (13) and (15) we get 
( 1 6 ) d e t F o = 1 = P S - 2 Q S - i - P S - I Q S - 2 -
Since 
( 1 7 ) P s _ 1 = qoQs-I + QS-2 a n d DQS_ 2 = qoPS-I + P8-2, 
by (17) we have 
(18) Ps2_! - i/g2s_l = Ps-LQS-2 - PS-2QS- 1. 
On the other hand it is well-known that 
(19) P s - i Q s - 2 = ( - l ) s . 
Since s > 1 and 5 is odd then by (18), (19) and (16) we obtain 
( 2 0 ) P U - d Q l _ x = - 1 , 
so (xo,yo) = (P s _ i ,Q s _ i ) and the proof is complete. 
For example consider the following non-Pellian equation: 
x
2
 - 13y2 = - 1 . 
We have — [3; 1,1,1,1, 6] and q0 = 3, qX = q2 = <?3 = g4 = 1, 95 - 6; 
5 = 5 is odd. Then by the Theorem 1 we have 
1 1 \ 3 ( l 0 W l l \ {I 0\ { I 1 
F[)
 ' o 1 j \ i 1 j vo í y v 1 1 7 V0 1 
1 3 \ / l l \ ( l 1 \ / 4 7 \ ( 1 l \ _ ill 18 
o i ) \ i 2 7 V 1 2 / ~ V 1 2 ; v i 2 / ~ v 3 5 
and consequently xq = 18, yo = 5. 
Now, we gave a possibility for an application of 2 x 2 integral matrices 
to the examination of the equation: 
( 2 2 ) a\X\ + 0 2 ^ 2 -f h anxn - b. 
Namely, we prove the following: 
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Theorem 2. Let (ai, a.2,..., an) = 1 and d = ( a ^ a j ) for some i,j E 
{1, 2,. . . , n}, where (ai , <22
 5 • • •,
 a
n) denote the greatest common divisor of 
d\, 02 i • • • j an £ Z. Then the integer solutions of (22) are of the form: 
(Vl, t>2, • • • , • • • , . . . , 
where CC 2 ^  X j 3X6 detemrined by the following matrix equalities: 
* > C ; ? ) • ( ! ; ) " ( ; : ) " • • • ( ; ; r c - . * ) • 
if m is even and 
m 
if rn is odd, where ^ = [qo; q\,. . . , qm], d | D and D = b — ^ a^v^c. J
 fc=i 
Proof. Let (a;, a j ) = d. We can assume without loss of generality that 
a; > a j > 0. Applying to a t , a j the well-known theorem on division with 
remainder we obtain 
(25) a* = Ojtfo + f i , «i = + • • • , r m _ i = 
0 < r m < r m _ i < . . . < r i < a j 
and 
rm = (a,-,aj) = d. 
Let A = ( 0/1 ~ X j ), then by (25) we obtain V aj xi J 
A _ f ajqo + T\ - X j \ _ / 1 9o \ / n - ( x j + q0Xi)\ 
V aj J V0 1 / \ a j xi ) 
(l) ( r i x ^ \ . Denoting by x - = — {xj -f qoX{) and by A\ = I I in similar way 
\ üj Xi J 
A! = 
1 0 \ / ri x(p 
1
 7 I r2 xl - qiX^P j 
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.(1) 
r 2 x 
Denoting by x^ = xt - q\x^ and by A2 = f j we obtain 
M i V A " 
Continuing this process we obtain in the last step the following matrices 
0 \ / 0 x{}] 
o or U <i 
Consequently we obtain the following representation: 
<»> - ; / ) - - C o ! ) • • • ( ; f 
if rn is even, or 
if m is odd. Prom (26) we have 
det A — ciiXi + djXj = D — —dx ( i ) 
and we obtain d \ D. On the other hand putting xk = vk for k = 1, 2 , . . ., n 
and k / i,j we have 
D = diXi + = b — ^T^ OfcVjfc. 
fc=i 
fci^t.j 
In similar way by (27) it follows that det A — D — dx^ and we obtain 
d I D. In both cases we have x ^ = — ^ if 771 is even and x^ = ® if m is 
odd. 
Hence, from (27) and (26) we obtain (23)-(24) and the proof is complete. 
Consider the following equation: 
(28) 12x + 7y + 5z = 24. 
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We have (12,7,5) = 1. Equation (28) can be represented in the form 
7y + 5z = 24 - 12x = 12(2 - a); x = a. 
On the other hand, we have: 
\ = [ l ; 2 , 2 ] . 
By the Theorem 2, we have: 
A = 7 ~z\ _ (1 l W l o V f l 1 \ V 0 —(24 — 12a) \ 
5 y ) V 0 V V 1 1 / L J U 0 J 
where Z) = det A = 24 — 12a, d = (7, 5) = 1, thus d j D. So we obtain 
4 _ f 7 _ ( 3 l \ (2 - ( 2 4 - 1 2 a ) ^ _ ( l - 3 ( 2 4 - 1 2 a ) ^ 
b y ) V2 1 / V1 0 7 V5 —2(24 — 12a) J 
and we have 
x = a, y = -2(24 - 12a), 2 = 3(24 - 12a), 
where a is an arbitrary integer. 
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